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SMALL BITES		

APERITIFS			

		

CHAMPAGNE

125ml
Bottle
Glass
N.V DELAMOTTE BRUT Le Mensil
£11.75
£70
N.V CANARD DUCHÊNE, CUVÉE LEONIE Ludes		£80
N.V BOLLINGER CUVÉE SPÉCIALE Ay		£110
N.V DELAMOTTE ROSÉ		
£116
2002 DELAMOTTE BLANC DE BLANC Le Mensil		£128
		

CORNISH ASSURED OYSTERS
£3.25 EACH / ½ DOZEN £19.50

BREAD & BUTTER

£2.50

MARCONA ALMONDS

£3.75

OLIVES

£3.75

TH TRUFFLE CRISPS

£3.75

HAGGIS AND COUS COUS BON BONS

£3.95

JAMON BELLOTA D.O.

20G £9.00 / 40G £18.00

SPARKLING W INES
N.V SYLVOZ, PROSECCO DOC, TREVISO LE COLTURE, BRUT Italy
N.V SPARKLING ROSÉ, LE COLTURE, BRUT Italy

SHERRY / W HITE PORT

125ml
Glass
£7.50
£8.50

Bottle

50ml

100ml

£38
£40

MANZANILLA ‘LA GITANA’ Hidalgo
£3.50
£7.00
AMONTILLADO SECO ‘NAPOLEON’ Hidalgo
£4.50
£9.00
OLOROSO ABOCADO ‘ALAMENDA’ Hidalgo
£4.00
£8.00
PEDRO XIMÉNEZ VIEJO, ‘TRIANA’ Hidalgo
£5.00
£10.00
DOW’S FINE WHITE PORT
£4.50
£9.00
		

V ERMOUTH / BITTERS

50ml

100ml

CHAMBERYZETTE DOLIN & CHAMBERY
£4.25
£8.50
VYA SWEET VERMOUTH
£5.00
£10.00
DOLIN PREMIUM CHAMBERY
£4.25
£8.50
BELSAZAR, ROSE VERMOUTH
£6.50
£13.00
MONDINO AMARO
£6.00 £12.00
CAMPARI
£4.25
£8.50
		
		
BOTTLED BEERS
Price
		
ESTRELLA DAMM		
£5.00
HEINEKEN		£4.95
DEAD PONY CLUB		
£5.50

Guest beers available, please ask

Please inform your waiter if you have a specific dietary requirement or allergy.
Please note dishes may contain nuts or nut oil. All prices include V.A.T
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THE CLASSICS... 			

SOMETHING FIZZY...		

Ranging through sweet, sour, spiced and dry.		£9.25
GIN FIZZ
Sweet citrus combined with the aromatics of gin.			
WHISKEY SOUR
The one and only, with a subtle smokiness as we replace bourbon with scotch.			
MARGARITA
Tantalizing citrus and tequila. How do you like yours? Salt or no salt?		

KIR ROYAL
Blackcurrant liqueur and champagne with a fragrant lemon twist to garnish.		£13.75
FRENCH 75
The combination of gin and champagne creates a drink enjoyable at any time. 		

£15.00

CHAMPAGNE COCKTAIL
Aromatic bitters and cognac forms the classic champagne cocktail.
£15.00
		

NEGRONI
Complex, bitter and refined. Proud to showcase our outstanding Vya red vermouth.			

ROOTS COLLECTION 		

BLOODY MARY
Happily tailor made to your liking... Spiciness 1 to 10?			

KALEIDOSCOPE
Orange, Strawberry, Basil and Balsamico 		

£4.95

COSMOPOLITAN
Balanced citrus with a dry cranberry finish.			

HOODOO
Citrus fruit, Hibiscus and Chilli 		

£4.95

DRY MARTINI
Gin or vodka? Olives or a twist? The granddaddy of cocktails deserves our very best spirits.		

SUPERPOSITION
White grapefruit, orange, simcoe hops & clove 		

£4.95

Roots Soda Co. All Natural Craft Soda produced and bottled in Edinburgh.

			
THE HOUSE COCKTAILS...		
		
		£9.75
THE HONOURS MARTINI
Dry strawberry vermouth and Hendricks gin served straight up with a pickled cucumber garnish.		
MATI SPECIAL
This is a straight up, No messing, Gin mojito which cleanses the palate like no other.

		

ZACAPA ESPRESSO
Our take on the classic espresso martini. The Ron Zacapa 23 year old Guatemalan rum adds beautiful complexity and sweetness.			
CHARLIE STUART
Drambuie translates in Gaelic to ‘the drink that satisfies’ and this certainly does. With Drambuie,
orange bitters and vanilla cream, it is the perfect after dinner drink. 			
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W HITE W INES

Glass 175ml Carafe 250ml Bottle

2015 CÔTES DE GASCOGNE, PETIT BALLON BLANC
Gascony, France
Star bright pale yellow colour, aromas and flavours of lemon,
green apple and hints of stone fruit. Palate is vibrant and zesty
with Gascony’s hallmark fine acidity and refreshing citrus.
Excellent as an aperitif or with lighter dishes.

£5.00

£6.75

£20.25

2015 VIOGNIER, LE PARADOU, CHATEAU PESQUE
Rhone, Vin de France
The exact origin of the viognier is a well-kept secret.
A silky mélange with notes of white flowered fruit,
citrus and apricots. Organic.

£6.50

£8.75

£25.95

2015 FALERIO, SALADINI PILASTRI
Marche, Italy
Rounded, white pear, citrus, peach, mineral & herbaceou.

£6.75

£8.75

£26.25

Glass 175ml Carafe 250ml Bottle
2015 VERDICCHIO DEI CASTELLI DI JESI “DI GINO”
SAN LORENZO
Marche, Italy
One taste and it’s all there: the hills of Italy’s Marche region, the
Mediterranean sun, white flowers, crushed rocks, smoke, pear
and lemon and a hint of vanilla, savoury character on the palate,
with absolute harmony between acidity and fruit.

£34.95

2013 RIESLING RHIENGAU, SCHLOSS SCHÖNBORN
Rhiengau, Germany
From the impeccable vineyards of Schloss Schönborn,
founded in 1327! This elegantly refreshing, light, summery
wine with not too much alcohol, is a finely balanced mix of
orchard fruit and delicate floral notes.

£8.75

£11.75

£34.95

2015 CHENIN MARSANNE VIOGNIER, PAPEGAAI
Swartland, South Africa
Like the winemaker behind this brand, this wine is
full of life. This Chenin Blanc, Marsanne and Viognier
mix is zesty, fresh and packed with white stone fruits.

£8.95

£12.00

£35.75

£12.25

£36.25

£12.25

£36.25

2015 PICPOUL DE PINET, DOM. DE MORIN LANGARAN
£27.75
Languedoc, France
Delicate and refreshing, floral and perfectly balanced with
hints of citrus and exotic fruits, this wine is approachable &
satisfying. A great accompaniment to oysters!			
2015 MACON UCHIZY, DOMAINE TALMARD
£9.00
		
Burgundy, France
2015 RIOJA BLANCO, LEALTANZA, SAUVIGNON BLANC
£7.25
£9.75
£28.75
Melon, rich, ripe, savoury, rounded & full of finesse.
Rioja, Spain
A new style of Rioja Blanco made with 100% Sauvignon Blanc,
2015 GRUNER VELTLINER WESS
£9.00
exhibiting superb green plum and gooseberry fruit with a
Wachau, Austria
very fresh finish.
Extraordinary wine of great minerality, clarity and finesse.
Look for notes of tropical fruit, ripe apples, white pepper,
2015 RESERVE DE GASSAC, DAUMAS GASSAC
£7.90
£10.50
£31.50
minerals and citrus fruit
Languedoc, France
When the Guibert family first purchased a farm with some
2015 LUGANA, "IL GRUCCIONE", NUNZIO GHIRALDI		
land in the Gassac Valley they did not realize they were sitting
Lombardia, Italy
on one of great terroirs of France. This white is a blend of Viognier,
Complex, lemon grass, white pear, moreish.
Marsanne and Chardonnay and is a light aperitif style wine that
explodes with apricots, pears and white flowers.
2015 SANCERRE, DOMAINE DU NOZAY, PHILIPPE DE BENOIST		
Loire, France
2015 OLD VINES WINE CELLAR, CHENIN BLANC,
£31.00
Fresh, rich and creamy with herbaceous, grassy notes and
Stellenbosch, South Africa
exuberant ripe, gooseberry fruit. Clean and crisp with a
Pale gold in colour. The nose is rich and complex with peachy stone
complex, mineral finish, this single vineyard Sancerre
fruit notes, white flowers and almonds.The palate is highly textured
is considered to be one of the very best of the region.
with layers of ripe pear, cream and a wet stone minerality and there
is a pure acidity to lift on the finish. Beautifully made Chenin.
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£38.75

£41.00
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Glass 175ml Carafe 250ml Bottle
2012 VEIGADARES ALBARINO ADEGAS GALEGAS
£11.00
Galicia, Spain
Spicy peach notes and floral aromas make this wine distinctive.
With a lovely body weight and full, tropical palate, this wine is
delicious by itself or an ideal accompaniment to seafood.

£14.75

£43.95

2015 CHABLIS, DOMAINE FEVRE 			£44.75
Burgundy, France
How many people love Chablis but hate Chardonnay? The success
of Chablis is the fact that this Chardonnay based wine is unoaked
and particularly crisp with floral and mineral characters.
2015 POUILLY-FUME, JOHNATHAN PABIOT,			
Loire Valley, France
Minerality comes through loud and clear on the nose as well
as lemon, citrus, white flowers and some fresh hay. An absolutely
stunning Pouilly-Fume made by Jonathan Pabiot who runs his
Domaine with Biodynamic principles. Organic

£45.50

2013 MENETOU-SALON, DOMAINE PHILIPPE GILBERT,			
£47.50
Loire Valley, France
Being a Biodynamic producer, Philippe is not only organic but
also strives to be in harmony with his natural environment in
order to grow vines which reflect the terroir. A fabulous
alternative to Sancerre, fresh but soft and creamy acidity,
ripe yellow fruit, long flinty finish.			
2013 GEWÜRZTRAMINER, BEBLENHEIM,
DOMAINE TRAPET,
£12.95
Alsace, France
This exceptionally impressive and rare old vine Gewurztraminer
comes from a small one acre site and is Biodynamically farmed,
the restrained nose has hints of lychees and rosewater intermingled
with honeyed nuances and a high toned mineral focus, which leads
onto a lithe, poised and elegant palate – simply sumptuous!

£17.25

2012 MONTAGNY BONNEVEAUX 1er CRU,
OLIVIER LEFLAIVE 			
Burgundy, France
Planted on southeast facing slopes, limestone rich soil, Chardonnay
is in its element here. Delicious racy ripeness, but also a distinct
mineral elegance.

8

£51.75

£58.75

THE HONOURS OF THE LIST
		Bottle
			
2014, CHARDONAY, MUDDY WATER			
Waipara, North Canterbury, New Zealand
Bright, golden yellow in colour. The nose shows toasted almonds,
butterscotch and rich stone fruits. The palate is complex and intense,
showing plenty of fruit, even in age, which is lifted by a great citric
acidity and stony minerality. The texture is silky and the finish long.

£63.00

2013 LA MAR, TERRAS GAUDA,
£81.00
Rias Baixas, Spain
Made with the rare, indigenous Caino Branco, this wine is
absolutely fabulous. Produced in very small yields, this is highly
concentrated and full on the palate yet very well balanced by good
acidity. Showing yellow fruit and citrus characters, salty notes on
the finish, this is the perfect match for any serious seafood dish.
Very little is produced but we are delighted and proud to have
secured an allocation of this wine.
			
2013 MEURSAULT CLOS DU DOMAINE, DOM. DARNAT,			
£90.00
Burgundy, France
Bright, medium lemon/pale gold in colour. The nose shows fresh
stone fruit and rich caramel notes. The palate has butterscotch
and caramelised nut characters with plenty of elegant fruit. This
wine is weighty but beautifully balanced with great freshness,
acidity and well-integrated oak.
2014 CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE BLANC VIEILLES VIGNES 		
Rhône Valley, France
A beautiful, lustrous gold, it has immediate appeal. The nose proffers
an explosion of orchard and stone fruit, white flowers and nutty
minerals with some citrus refreshment. The palate, no retiring violet,
is incredibly powerful, opulence rather obscured by the sheer vivacity
and freshness which gives drive and focus throughout. There is a sense
of nobility in the precision of the aromatics and in the elegance and poise
of this wine - a hugely impressive translation of the vintage.

£94.00

2011 PULIGNY-MONTRACHET, LES REFERTS 1er CRU, 			
OLIVIER LEFLAIVE
Burgundy, France
Deliciously ripe, with lightly honeyed fruit and a vibrant
mouth-watering acidity. This wine has layers of tastes,
which can be at once exotic fruit, caramel, cream and
butter. Beautifully poised and beguiling.

£131.95
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ROSÉ W INES
2015 CINSAULT ROSE, LE PARADOU,
Vin De France
Catapult yourself into summer. One of the most popular dry
Roses from the Southern France! Delicate aromas, white
flowers and a great citrusy zip!

Glass 175ml Carafe 250ml Bottle
£6.50

£8.75

£26.00

2015 CHATEAU LA TOUR L’EVEQUE, ROSÉ,
£8.50
£11.50
£34.00
Cotes de Provence
On the nose this wine offers subtle aromas of strawberries
and raspberries laced with apricot kernel and cream. The
palate is ripe, with delicate red berries, a creamy texture
and an underlying minerality.
			

RED W INES

Glass 175ml Carafe 250ml Bottle

2015 GRENACHE ROUGE, TRAMONTANE
Cote de Catalan, France
Dark bramble, ripe mulled black fruit, rounded.

£6.75

£8.75

£26.25

2014 AGLIANICO, SANIO, JANARE
Campania, Italy
Soft red cherry with plum and bramble notes. Lovely silky
texture and structure, juicy finish.

£6.75

£9.00

£27.00

2014 TEMPRANILLO, FINCA VALVARES,
Rioja, Spain
Produced by a top Rioja Producer, this Tempranillo has an
attractive bouquet of brambly red berry fruits tinged with
marmalade and Moroccan leather. It builds gently to a lovely,
dusky dark chocolate-coated finish that maintains freshness
and tradition to the very finish.

£6.95

£9.25

£27.75

2015 CÔTES DU VENTOUX ROUGE, DOMAINE PERRIN
£7.00
Rhône Valley, France
From the acclaimed southern Rhône specialists the Perrin family,
this wine is a cracking Rhône with its nicely floral, lightly spiced
nose and supple palate of gentle ripe red fruit.

£9.35

£27.95
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Glass 175ml Carafe 250ml Bottle
2014 SORAIE, VENETO IGT, CECILIA BERETTA
Veneton, Italy
Deep ruby red, with intense aromas of red berries and sweet
spices. Rich, velvety and round on the palate, with flavours
of black plums, black cherry, vanilla and a moreish
chocolatey finish. A great accompaniment to
roasted red meats and ragus.

£6.75

£9.50

£28.25

2015 MERLOT RESERVA, LEYDA
Maipo Valley, Chile
This is exactly the style of Merlot that made the wine so
popular. Floral red currant and cinnamon spice aromas
lead to rich, ripe flavours of black cherry and toasty oak.

£7.25

£9.50

£28.50

2014 TANNAT, CABERNET FRANC, MADIRAN, 			
CHÂTEAU D’AYDIE
South West France
The South west of France is a very interesting winemaking region,
primarily due to the fact it is home to a huge variety of indigenous
grape varieties. Madiran is an appellation known for powerful
red wines made primarily from the Tannat grape variety.
Château d’Aydie produce a style of Madiran that is meant to be
more approachable when young, with riper fruit and gentle tannins

£29.25

2013, MALBEC, BODEGAS RUCA MALEN
Mendoza, Argentina

£7.95

£10.35

£30.95

2013 PINOT NOIR, SOLI, EDOARDO MIROGLIO
£7.95
Bulgaria
Without the advantages of birthright, this little beauty, from the
village of Elenovo, has had to fight her way to the top and we take
our hats off to her endeavour. Easily the equivalent of a delicious
Bourgogne Rouge, it offers ripe and succulent cherry, rhubarb
and sweet strawberry fruit laced with cinnamon, sous bois
and sandalwood.

£10.65

£31.75

2013 PETIT VERDOT, BODEGAS RUCA MALEN,
£8.00
Mendoza, Argentina
Intense, dark-red in colour, with black fruit, plums and violet
aromas on the nose. Full bodied, well-structured on the palate
with concentrated, juicy black fruit, liquorice notes and round
tannins, all combining to give a long, smooth finish. Quite excellent!

£10.65

£32.00
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Glass 175ml Carafe 250ml Bottle
2014 CABERNET FRANC, LA TUNELLA
Friuli, Italy
An unblended Cabernet Franc this full and ripe is an unusual find!
Leafy and fresh on the nose with cassis-sorbet and bramble fruit
on the palate, this is an attractive, well-structured wine, great
with or without food!

£33.85

2012 CÔTES DU RHÔNE”MASSIF D’UCHAUX”, 			
DOMAINE DE LA RENJARDE
Rhône Valley
The 2012 Côtes du Rhône-Villages Massif d’Uchaux is the wine to
buy. There are about 5,000 cases of this blend of 55% Grenache,
22% Syrah and the rest Cinsault and Carignan. It is a seductive,
light to medium ruby-hued effort revealing delicious as well as
charming, seductive black cherry fruit infused with hints of
Provençal herbs and earth.

£38.75

2014 RIBERA DEL DUERO
Pago de Sangara, Spain
Fresh, black fruit nose of blackberry and raspberry, and the
vanilla-oaky side is well integrated into the blend. The palate is
soft, and fine-grained tannins make for a well-structured wine.
The long, fresh finish is elegantly fruity.

£39.50

£9.85

£13.25

£40.75

2013 BARBERA D’ALBA, “BRIC QUERCIA”, TENUTA CARRETTA,			
Piemonte, Italy
Barbera is the most widely-grown variety in Piedmont, Italy.
The qualities distinguishing Barbera d’Alba are its finesse,
body and elegance. This Tenuta Carretta, Barbera d’Alba
has beautiful red cherry fruit, crisp acidity, and a light spicy finish.

£43.50

2013 CHÂTEAU LA COUROLLE
£10.95
Saint-Émilion, France
Deep plum-cherry in colour, this Montagne Saint-Émilion is
immediately inviting. The nose presents a lovely combination
of warm cherry fruit, sappy and spicy, with delicate savoury nuances
and hints of mocha. The palate mirrors these aromatics, adding
a layered silken texture and beautifully-integrated, ripe tannins.
This is essentially classical Saint-Émilion in style but eminently more
accessible in youth – a very attractive wine offering excellent value.

£43.75
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2010 RIOJA RESERVA, BODEGAS ALTANZA 			
Rioja, Spain
Benchmark Rioja Reserva, red fruits and spice enveloped
with vanilla and cigar-box aromas.

£46.75

2010 CHÂTEAU HAUT-PEYROUS, RETOUR DE PALOMBIERES 			
MARC DARROZE
Graves, France
Château Haut Peyrous is owned by Marc Darroze who was born
into a family of Gascogne restaurateurs. This red is not to be missed
as showing all the earthy charm that typifies the appellation

£47.50

2013 CARIGNAN "RED SOCKS", CONSOLATION
Cote du Roussillon, France
Soft Palate, intense black fruit, rich & savoury.

2015, MALBEC, SERBAL, BODEGAS ATAMISQUE			
Uco Valley, Argentina
Creamy dark plum, cassis, liqourice, deep

£14.75

Glass 175ml Carafe 250ml Bottle

		£51.25

2014 SHIRAZ, CAPEL VALE			
Mount Barker, Australia
Silky & refined, rounded blackberry, eucalyptus notes, vanilla.

£51.50

2014 PINOT NOIR, LITTLE BEAUTY
		£51.50
Marlborough, New Zealand
Little Beauty is part of the ever-growing band of funky Pinot Noir
producers from cool-climate vineyards sites harnassing the true
expression of terroir. Little Beauty makes extremely seductive silky
Pinot Noir that stands up to the finest Burgundy.
2012 QS2, QUINTA SARDONIA,			
£63.75
Castilla Y Leon, Spain
From the man behind the wonderful Dominio De Pingus, out of
Ribera Del Duero comes this belter of a tempranillo blend from
the neighbouring region of Tierra de Castilla y Leon. Produced
biodynamically, it's a full-bodied style and shows plush aromas
of ripe, squished red berries, vanilla, star anise and a smooth,
almost nutty finish.			
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THE HONOURS OF THE LIST			

Bottle
			
2013 PINOT NOIR, BERNHARD HUBER
		£64.00
Baden, Germany
Voted best German Pinot Noir producer two years in a row by
Gault et Millaut, Bernard Huber produces wonderful wines that
have gained him a huge reputation in the wine world.
Very, very little is imported in the UK.
2014 PINOT NOIR, MUDDY WATER			
Waipara, North Canterbury, New Zealand
Only just over 2000 cases of this stunning wine are produced
every year. Medium density, light plum in colour. The nose
shows ripe, pure fruit – a mixture of blackberries and kirsch
with underlying hints of chocolate. The palate has a lovely
rich, creamy, silky texture, and has an earthy,
spicy fruitcake finish.

£69.00

2014 ZINFANDEL, FROG’S LEAP			
Napa, USA
When it comes to under-the-radar gems, Frog’s Leap secret weapon
is their Zinfandel, made in a polished and restrained style that favours
purity, charm, and drinkability over extraction and a heavy oak.

£72.50

2011 CÔTES DE CASTILLON, DOMAINE DE L’AURAGE		
Bordeaux, France
It is a very dense, dark crimson in colour, very attractive,
with good intensity. The nose is intriguing and inviting;
sweet, ripe, rich and peppered, with hint of fennel. The palate
echoes these aromatics, all set within a gorgeous, rounded
texture with sweet, summer pudding notes and warm
cherry compote. Beautifully-textured, this is opulent,
sensual and silky.

£86.00

2008 CHATEAU TRONQUOY LALANDE, 		
CRU BOURGEOIS EXCEPTIONELLE
St Estephe, Bordeaux, France
A delicious mature Claret drinking very well now

£89.00

2013 GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN, VIEILLES VIGNES, 			
DOMAINE ROSSIGNOL TRAPET
Burgundy, France
Deep plum-cherry, this presents creamed dark fruit, fresh
and alluring on the nose. The palate, more sedate and serious,
offers a darker, structured, earthy style. Solid, though there is
charm here too. Spice and earthy minerals which dominate
a long sweet, concentrated finish

£96.00
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		Bottle
2011 CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE, CUVEE SPECIALE, 			
TARDIEU-LAURENT
Rhone Valley, France
Lush and inviting, with smouldering black tea weaving
through the fleshy layers of malted fig, hoisin sauce, plum
preserves and blackberry pudding. The dark ganachecoated finish has serious grip.

£99.95

2009 RIBERA DEL DUERO, VALSOTILLO RESERVA, 			
BODEGAS ISMAEL
Arroyo, Spain
One of the historic bodegas of the booming Ribera del Duero
region, the Arroyo family have been vineyard owners in the
area for 400 years. Lush and creamy in texture, offering sweet
cherry and raspberry flavours and dusty notes of dried
herbs and plum skin.

£108.00

2008 SEGLA, 2ND WINE OF CHÂTEAU RAUZAN-SEGLA, MARGAUX 		
Bordeaux, France
A wine that shows its pedigree, this is attractive, with fragrant
black berry fruit coming through on both the nose and palate.
The tannins are silky-fine and ripe, lending a subtle structure.

£113.00

2006 CHATEAU LA GRAVE A POMEROL,			
Pomerol, France
The vines here now have a really excellent high average age now
that the younger vines are selected for Domaine Trigant de Boisset.
Stylish and elegant, this is a medium bodied, plush styled Claret.
The palate is lush, with a velvety texture and sweet tannins,
densely structured, ripe red and black fruits, going to a
savoury yet finely balanced clean finish.

£139.00
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SW EET W INES		

Glass 75ml Bottle
SUPER DELUXE BLENDED W HISKY			
25ml
		
2013 CHÂTEAU SEPTY		
£4.50
£22.00
THE EXCEPTIONAL GRAIN, SUTCLIFFE & SONS			
£8.00
Monbazillac, France (375ml)
A very light, classic grain whisky flavour – the vanilla, the soft fruit,
Château Septy has a fine balance of sweetness and acidity.
and the ethereal nature are all there. The Exceptional Cask is an old
and a rich concentration of sweet, ripe fruit with a nervy,
school grain whisky that doesn’t stray from the old school formula.
citrus zing on the palate. 87% Semillon, 10% Sauvignon and
Very elegant and exceptional indeed.		
3% Muscadelle. Top notes of white flowers and honeyed
white fruits, and a rich unctuous palate,
THE EXCEPTIONAL MALT, SUTCLIFFE & SONS			
£9.50
balanced by crisp acidity
Another gem from Sutcliffe & Sons. A blend of mature Malt Whiskies
including Ben Nevis, Speyburn, Glen Burgie, Balvenie and 30 year old
2013 COTEAUX DU LAYON, SAINT LAMBERT, DOMAINE OGEREAU
£5.95
£54.00
Macallan- specially selected by Willie Philips-opens with an opening
Loire Valley, France 750ml
nose and palate of baked citrus, berry and red fruit. The mid palate is
Chenin blanc at its Loire Valley best! After receiving fame
vanilla and spice, finishing with dates, figs and cinnamon		
before WWII, the wines of the Coteaux du Layon were
almost forgotten. They are now making a happy comeback.
JOHNNIE WALKER Gold Label Reserve			
£9.50
Wonderful nectar ofdried fruits, spices and honey!		
A rich and indulgent blend of extraordinary whiskies from the master
blenders private reserve. Try the frozen serve to amplify the vanilla
2014, RIESLING, LATE HARVEST, CASAS DEL BOSQUE
£7.65
£37.75
and honey flavours that make up this luxurious blend		
Chile (375ml)
Candied Lemon & Lime, Marmalade, almond & honey.
JOHNNIE WALKER Blue Label			
£19.95
Only 1 in every 10,000 rare casks are used to create a blend of the very
1985 "ANTIC" RIVESALTES, CONSOLATION
£8.95
£53.50
rarest whiskies from the 4 corners of Scotland. Big, bold complex flavours
Roussillon, France (500ml)
with an incredible smoothness that delivers wave upon wave of flavours
Rich and full dried fruits, orange rind, apricot, clean finish.
JOHNNIE WALKER King George V			
£30.00
Created to celebrate the first Royal Warrant granted to John Walker &
Sons Ltd to supply scotch whisky to the Royal Household in 1934.
GLENMORANGIE			25ml
Handcrafted from rare whiskies produced only in distilleries that
operated during the reign of King George V, including several which
GLENMORANGIE The Original			£4.75
no longer exist including Port Ellen			
GLENMORANGIE Quinta Ruban			£7.75
GLENMORANGIE 18 years Old			£12.00
GLENMORANGIE Signet			£19.75

MALT W HISKYS			

25ml
		
MACALLAN Gold			£5.75
HIGHLAND PARK 12 years old			£5.75
TALISKER 10 years old			£5.75
SINGLETON OF DUFFTOWN 12 years old			£5.75
LAGAVULIN 16 years old			£7.50
GLENKINCHIE 12 years old			£5.75
DALWHINNIE 15 years old			£6.75
OBAN 14 years old			£6.75
CRAGGENMORE 12 years old			£5.50
ARDBEG Uigeadail			£11.25
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PORT		
50ml
10 0ml
SPIRTS			
CROFT LBV Unfiltered		
£4.00
£8.00
C0RNEY & BARROW 10 year Old Tawny		
£6.00
£12.00

TENNESSEE W HISKY			

25ml

JACK DANIEL’S			

£4.50

GIN			25ml
TANQUERAY			£4.50
BOMBAY SAPPHIRE			
£4.75
THE BOTANIST			
£6.00
TANQUERAY No TEN			
£4.75
HENDRICK'S			£5.75

DIGESTIFS			25ml

VODKA			25ml

REMY MARTIN VSOP, Cognac			
£6.00
HENNESSY XO Cognac			
£17.00
BAS ARMAGNAC Château De Millet 5 Ans d’Age			
£6.50
BAS ARMAGNAC Château De Millet 1979			
£12.00
CALVADOS BERNEROY Calvados Hors d’Age			
£6.50
GRAPPA Legni Frassino,Bepi Tsolini			
£6.00
EAU DE VIE DE FRAMBOISE G.Miclo			
£5.50

KETEL ONE 			
KETEL ONE CITROEN 			
CÎROC 			
GREY GOOSE 			

LIQUEURS			25ml
DRAMBUIE			£4.75
GLAYVA			£4.75
CHAMBORD			£4.75
GRAND MARNIER			
£4.75
COINTREAU			£4.75
BAILEYS 50ml			
£5.50
AMERETTO			£5.00
FRANGELLICO			£4.50
TIA MARIA 			
£4.50
SAMBUCCA 			
£4.50

£4.50
£5.50
£5.00
£5.25

RUM			25ml
PAMPERO Blanco			£4.50
PAMPERO Rum Especial 			
£4.75
RON ZACAPA 23 YEAR OLD GOLD RUM 			
£8.50

BLENDED W HISKY			

25ml

JOHNNIE WALKER Black Label			
BAILIE NICOL JARVIE			

£5.00
£5.50

TEQUILA			25ml
JOSE CUERVO Tradicional			
£4.50
DON JULIO Blanco			
£7.50

PASTIS 			

25ml

RICARD			£4.50
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